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ME, MYSELF, AND I: Lucas Samaras’s Photo-Transformations

by Marvin Hei ferman

In the late 1960s, a secret team of researchers was assembled by Edwin Land to develop
and prototype the new camera he had code-named Aladdin.1 The entrepreneurial
scientist had introduced the concept of instant photography to the world decades earlier,
in 1947, but while the first Land cameras (as they were called then) were technical
marvels that fascinated the press and public, they never quite delivered on their promise:
to produce instant photographs with the push of a button and no further steps or
intermediaries involved.When Land’s Aladdin was finally introduced in a theatrical and
now legendary 1972 shareholders’ event, the new camera, christened the Polaroid SX-
70, was hailed as a paradigm-shifting product.2 In the centuries-old tale of Aladdin, a
wish-granting genie was released only after an oil lamp was vigorously rubbed. But with
just a finger’s touch, Land’s new camera fulfilled desires, too, by ejecting wondrous, 
one-of-a-kind images that developed in plain sight, in a few minutes, and as if by magic.

A few years prior to the release of the SX-70, Lucas Samaras had created a
group of distinctive photo-works with an older Polaroid 360 camera that he had
purchased in 1969. “I came home and took my clothes off and it was wonderful,” 
he explained, “I never had such a wonderful experience with a camera or photography
before. It was like finding some fantastic lover.”3 In those self-portraits shot in the
confines of his Upper West Side apartment—some of which he enlivened with dots of
colored ink—Samaras took full advantage of the intimacy and imaginative platform
presented to him by the Polaroid medium.The startling originality of these
“AutoPolaroids” garnered tremendous attention, making Samaras a logical recipient of
not only the new camera but also the cartons of free film that Polaroid provided to a
carefully curated roster of photographers and visual artists, starting in 1973.4 “I feel
strangely rejuvenated,”Walker Evans said, who late in his long and celebrated career
received his SX-70 and began to shoot compulsively with it.5 In retrospect, it seems as 
if Samaras was similarly excited, and for good reason. 

The SX-70 produced ingeniously engineered, three-by-three-inch photos that
echoed the scale of daguerreotypes but were at the cutting edge of late analog photography.



he said.“You can make the drama go this way or that.”6 To set the scene for his domestic
tableaux, Samaras contrived and controlled both his lighting and props.To counter the
miniaturized scale, classicizing format, and the parameters of the SX-70 materials he was
working with, Samaras, who had trained as an actor in the early 1960s, improvised
unabashedly in front of the camera and atop the pictures he created. 

In each one of them dualities collide: the everyday with the mythical, horror
with campiness, agony with ecstasy. Samaras plays director and performer, monster and
victim, satyr and vamp in animated pictures in which time does not stop but seems to
simultaneously coalesce and dissolve.The contradictorily turbulent and delicate nature
of his handwork ultimately determines what the photographs reveal or obscure.
Samaras’s frequent and then-surprising nudity in many of the pictures he shot and
immediately altered underscores the reverse striptease strategy he brilliantly perfected:
cultural references, powerful fantasies, and naked truths were heightened in the process
of selectively concealing photographic content. Among the many hallmarks of these
audacious, if diminutive, works are the hallucinogenic, zig-zaggy, and flowing lines that
radiate or wrap around grasping fingers, eyes, screaming mouths, and other body parts.
As they do, they summon up art of the past: Ensor’s psychedelic scenes, Munch’s 
The Scream, Picasso’s Guernica, and Bacon’s shrieking subjects. References to
contemporary 1970s visual culture echo through Samaras’ work as well: the concept of
and controversies surrounding primal therapy, the mainstreaming of gay imagery in
magazines like After Dark and Blueboy, and widely reproduced news photos by Nick Ut
(of naked Vietnamese children, screaming as they flee a Napalm attack) and John Filo 
(of a Kent State college student crouched down and wailing over the body of a fatally
wounded antiwar demonstrator).

In their sexiness, the Photo-Transformations riff on provocations and poses
familiar from life-drawing classes, pin-ups, and all sorts of erotica. In their spookiness,
they harken back to nineteenth-century ectoplasmic and spirit photography. 
Made almost half a century ago, this work’s prescience has become obvious, now that

Each one was self-contained: an individual and plasticized packet that included a
negative and a pod filled with metallic dyes that burst open as rollers expelled the film
from the camera.Within seconds, those coloring agents began to rapidly migrate
upward through thirteen layers of chemistry, quickly rendering finished pictures as
seductively tinted and delight-inducing as petits fours. 

Polaroid promoted its new product heavily.The SX-70 appealed to a variety of
consumer and professional markets: parents wanting pictures of birthday parties,
insurance adjusters needing to document dented automobiles, and, not surprisingly,
amateur pornographers, who no longer had to contend with the censorious eyes of film
processors. Most users were grateful for and tended to be content with what they got,
but Samaras had different interests and a more ambitious agenda when it came to
photography. So did, in fact, a number of other artists who also embraced the medium
in the 1970s to new ends: to visualize their conceptual schemes, document
performances, make studies for photorealist paintings, and to appropriate and comment
upon media imagery’s power to shape contemporary culture and consciousness at large.

With the Photo-Transformations Samaras produced between 1973 and 1976, 
he stretched and steered photography into uncharted territory by perfecting a hands-on
and uniquely subjective approach to what was generally considered to be a hands-off,
objective medium.The new Polaroid system’s pre-packaged chemical goo negated 
the need for and mess of “darkroom magic.” But instead of sitting back passively, like
most Polaroid users did, waiting for and marveling as an image took shape, Samaras
proactively engaged in conjuring of a different sort, literally pushing around the
pictorial elements of nascent images before they could settle down into place.
Vigorously rubbing, scraping at, and incising the momentarily pliant layers of many of
his SX-70 images, Samaras effectively turned photography into drawing, reworking
technically generated pictures into often extraordinary handcrafted things.

The focus of his Photo-Transformations, like much of Samaras’s work, was self-
portraiture. “When you live alone you become the audience, the other to your own life,”



narcissistic, performed, and elaborately post-produced selfies are commonplace, 
thanks to another radical breakthrough in instant photography, digital imaging.7

“When I say I,” Samaras pointed out, “more than one person stands up to be counted.”8

His acknowledgement and embrace of multiplicity is what makes these works—
widely celebrated at the time of their creation— relevant today as the fluidity of both
photography and the self are explored by millions in the small, square-shaped, 
and brightly colored pictures they conceive, enact, and then upload to social media
platforms like Instagram, every day. 

*   *   *
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NOTES  ON  THE  CATALOGUE

All of the photographs reproduced on the following pages 

were shot by Lucas Samaras with a Polaroid SX-70 Land Camera and 

Polaroid SX-70 Land Film, which yielded internal dye diffusion transfer prints.

Plates marked with “*” were manipulated by Samaras during 

the Polaroid film’s self-development process.

Plates marked with “†” include hand-applied ink.

Each photograph is dated in pen on the verso.

Each photograph measures 31⁄8 x 31⁄16 inches (image)

and 41⁄4 x 31⁄2 inches (overall).



2. Photo-Transformation 7/4/731. Photo-Transformation 7/1/73 *



4. Photo-Transformation 9/15/73 *3. Photo-Transformation 7/6/73 * †



5. Photo-Transformation 9/17/73



7. Photo-Transformation 10/22/73 *6. Photo-Transformation 10/22/73 *



9. Photo-Transformation 10/29/73 *8. Photo-Transformation 10/28/73 *



11. Photo-Transformation 10/31/73 *10. Photo-Transformation 10/30/73 *



12. Photo-Transformation 11/1/73 *



14. Photo-Transformation 11/3/73 *13. Photo-Transformation 11/2/73 *



15. Photo-Transformation 11/3/73 *



17. Photo-Transformation 11/11/73 *16. Photo-Transformation 11/6/73 *



19. Photo-Transformation 11/13/73 *18. Photo-Transformation 11/11/73 *



20. Photo-Transformation 11/15/73 *



22. Photo-Transformation 12/7/7321. Photo-Transformation 11/16/73 *



24. Photo-Transformation 12/11/7323. Photo-Transformation 12/11/73



25. Photo-Transformation 12/19/73 *



27. Photo-Transformation 12/21/73 *26. Photo-Transformation 12/19/73 *



29. Photo-Transformation 12/29/7328. Photo-Transformation 12/22/73 †



31. Photo-Transformation 1/23/7430. Photo-Transformation 12/30/73 *



33. Photo-Transformation 2/5/7432. Photo-Transformation 1/28/74



35. Photo-Transformation 2/11/74 *34. Photo-Transformation 2/9/74 *



36. Photo-Transformation 2/13/74 *



38. Photo-Transformation 2/23/74 *37. Photo-Transformation 2/21/74 *



39. Photo-Transformation 4/12/74 *



41. Photo-Transformation 4/21/74 *40. Photo-Transformation 4/21/74 *



43. Photo-Transformation 4/23/74 *42. Photo-Transformation 4/21/74 *



45. Photo-Transformation 3/31/7644. Photo-Transformation 3/30/76 * †



47. Photo-Transformation 4/13/76 *46. Photo-Transformation 4/4/76 *



49. Photo-Transformation 5/18/7648. Photo-Transformation 5/10/76 *



50. Photo-Transformation 6/2/76



52. Photo-Transformation 6/30/7651. Photo-Transformation 6/17/76



54. Photo-Transformation 7/2/7653. Photo-Transformation 7/1/76 *



56. Photo-Transformation 7/7/7655. Photo-Transformation 7/3/76



58. Photo-Transformation 7/8/7657. Photo-Transformation 7/7/76



59. Photo-Transformation 7/30/76 *



61. Photo-Transformation 8/12/7660. Photo-Transformation 8/11/76 *



63. Photo-Transformation 8/13/76 *62. Photo-Transformation 8/13/76 *



65. Photo-Transformation 8/16/7664. Photo-Transformation 8/15/76



67. Photo-Transformation 8/19/7666. Photo-Transformation 8/18/76 *



68. Photo-Transformation 8/20/76
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